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By Tim Van Milligan

Many modelers  have heard about the cardboard cut-out
method for approximating the location of a model's Center-
of-Pressure (CP). But why does this method work, what are
it's limitations, and how does it compare to the Barrowman
method of calculating stability? In this article, I'd like to ex-
plore all of these questions, so that we can design better mod-
els which will be safe when launched.

First, what is the Center-of-Pressure? By definition, it is
the point on the rocket where all the aerodynamic forces bal-
ance. As shown in Figure 1, when a fin is placed in an airflow,
a lift force is created along the entire surface of the fin. Since
it would be a nightmare to try to determine the lift force at
each point on the surface of the fin, we just combine them all
into one 'big' force. But where do we put the location of this
force. That is what the CP of the fin is: the location where we
can place this force.

dowel running along the span, so that it is free to pitch up or
down. Now lets assume the fin is in an airflow, so the wind is
blowing toward the leading edge of the fin. When air flows
over the fin, it creates forces (lift and drag) that act on the fin.
Because our fin is free to rotate, it will pitch up or down in
response to the forces.

First, lets position the dowel at the midpoint of the fin as
shown in Figure 3. This location is the 1/2 chord line. Now we
can do mind exercises and see what happens when we move
the location of the CP (the point where we assume all the forces
act). If the CP is behind the 1/2 chord line, the fin will pitch up
in response to the forces acting on the fin. If it is in front of the
line, it will pitch downward. And if the CP is on the 1/2 chord
line, the fin will not rotate either up or down.

The same situation occurs no matter where we place the
location of the dowel along the chord of the fin; as shown in
Figure 4. What is most important for us to recognize is that
when the CP is positioned on the dowel line, the fin will not
rotate either up or down in response to a force. This is the
location we will be looking for.

You might have heard that the "Cardboard Cut-out
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As you know, the location of the CP is very critical when
it comes to the stability of the rocket. So we need a method to
find out where it is. Without a location, we can't compare the
relationship of the CP to the CG, and we won't know if the
rocket will be stable prior to launch.

To keep the discussion simple, lets assume our rocket has
straight rectangular fins. For starters, lets ignore everything
on the model; except one fin. Lets mount this fin on a thin
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Method" assumes that the model is at a 90° angle of attack to
the airflow. For our fin, this is shown in Figure 5. The full face
of the fin is being blasted by the airflow. As each air particle
hits the surface of the fin, it creates a tiny force that is trying
to push the fin backward. By simple intuition, we can com-
bine all the tiny forces and substitute one big force acting in
the exact center of the fin area. So now we know where the
location of a fin's CP is for

You also remember that a model will rotate around its
Center-of-Gravity (CG). As long as the CG location is in front
of the CP, the model will be stable. From this we can define
"stability" by which direction the rocket pitches when a force
is applied. Going back to our single rectangular fin, the CG

will be along the 1/2 chord line; which is also the CP location
from the cut-out method. This is the same situation as shown
in Figure 3. Since we want the fin to be stable, the CG must be
moved ahead of the CP, similar to what is shown if Figure 4.
By looking at Figure 3, we can define a stable rocket as one
that will pitch upward when a downward force is applied to
the CP of the fin. If we change the direction of the force to
"up" (like a LIFT force), then the fin will pitch down. I men-
tion this as a definition of stability only.

How does this cardboard cut-out CP location compare to
the location calculated by the Barrowman equations? If you
look at the Barrowman equations, you can do a quick calcula-
tion for a single rectangular fin. Lets assume the chord length
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is 3 inches.
The equation for the location (X

f
) of the CP as measured
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Where:

X
r
 = Leading edge sweep

C
t
 = Tip chord length

C
r
 = Root chord length

For our fin, X
r
= 0, and C

r
 = C

t
 = 3 inches.

The equation now becomes:
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 = 1/6(2*3 - 32/2*3)

X
f
 = 1/6(6 - 9/6)

X
f
 = 1/6(6 - 1.5)

X
f
 = 1/6(4.5)

X
f
 = .75 inches

To find the chord percentage that X
f
 is, we just divide by

the chord length (3 inches). This tells us that the CP for a
rectangular fin as measured by the Barrowman equation is on
the 1/4 chord line.

Therefore, the Barrowman method predicts the CP will
be at the 1/4 chord line, while the cardboard cutout method
predicts it will be further back at the 1/2 chord line. Based on
this, you'd think that the cut-out method overestimates the
model's stability, because the CP is further back (which we
think is a good thing).

But things really start to change when you add a body
tube to the simulation. In the Barrowman method, the body
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tube does not affect the CP position of the rocket at all. The
only thing the body tube does is to move the CG forward. But
in the cut-out method, the extra area greatly changes the CP
location; moving it too far forward. The longer the tube, the
further forward the CP moves.

So because the cut-out method's CP has moved so far for-
ward of the fins, when a comparison is made between the lo-
cations of the CP and CG, we may find that the model is "un-
stable!" So to compensate, we add an even longer tube or more
nose weight to move the CG forward. Because of this, we say
that the cut-out method is "overly conservative."

Being conservative in stability is not a bad thing. We want
our models to fly stable, but you can take it too far. When a
model is "too stable," it weathercocks into the wind. This can
be a dangerous situation; particularly if you assumed the model
will go straight up and have selected a long delay rocket mo-
tor. In this case, the model will arc over and eject the recovery
device on a downward trajectory; or even impact the ground
without ejecting the parachute. That is not good.

The best situation is to use the Barrowman equations to
design your rocket and check its stability. It is more reliable in
predicting the location of the CP. But the equations can be
tedious if you had to do them long-hand, and fortunately there
are computer programs that use them. The "RockSim" pro-
gram from Apogee Components (for Windows95) is particu-
larly nice for designing rockets. It not only calculates the CP,
but it also calculates the CG of the rocket and checks for sta-
bility. The newest version of RockSim also has both the
Barrowman equations and the cardboard cut-out method for
CP location determination. This lets you check both methods
at the same time, and you can see the differences in the CP
locations.

There are limitations to the Barrowman equations. For
example, you are limited to rockets with the "classical" shape.
As soon as you make one fin bigger than the other, or strap on
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side pods, the method can't be used. That is why the card-
board cut-out method is still around; because you can still use
it to design odd shaped rockets.

I hope this article answered some of your questions about
the cardboard cut-out method for calculating rocket stability
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centerline of the model, the fins will have tobe much larger to provide the restoring forceneeded to overcome the unbalanced force ofthe engine. This is why you should alwayskeep the thrust forces concentric around thecenterline of the model. Otherwise, themodel may become unstable as soon as itclears the top of the launch rod.Besides moving the location of the CP orthe CG, you might be able to correct insta-bility by causing the rocket to spin on theway up. This is called spin stabilization. Thespinning action creates angular momentum,which provides inherent stability (think of atoy spinning top or a gyroscope). Thespinning also cancels out any unbalancedforces acting on a rocket, such as thatproduced by one fin creating more lift thatthe other fins.
Spinning the rocket can be accomplishedin three ways. You can cant the fins on thebody tube at some small angle; you can addsmall canted tabs to the bottom of existingfins; or you can sand each of the fins so theyhave a cambered airfoil shape. Another wayof inducing a spin to the rocket is to use aspin tower-launcher .  These are very rare,

but there is a photo on page (18).The drawback to spinning is the amountof drag it produces. This increase in dragwill reduce the overall height that the modelrocket is capable of achieving.Rockets with small fins have a hardertime producing the necessary forces torestore the model to the correct flight path.To help increase these forces you canincrease the velocity. More air flowing overthe fins will produce larger restoring forces.You can increase speed by reducing drag orselecting an engine that produces more
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that they add strength to your rocket s body
tube.

Equipment Pods and Air Scoops:  Equip-
ment pods are used to store and protect
delicate cargo, and air scoops allow air
inside the aircraft. Adding either of these
features to your rocket can dramatically
change its appearance. Construction of these
components is fairly easy, as they can be
made out of cardboard, plastic, or balsa
wood.

Forward Fins and Stabilizing Vanes:  In
addition to having fins at the rear of the
rocket, they can be added to the nose,
middle, or tail of the rocket. Vanes are the
same a fins, but are usually much longer.
Although they add a distinctive look to the
model, forward fins and vanes should be
small in size because they can cause the
rocket to become unstable. Always perform
a stability check before flying the model
equipped with forward fins or vanes.

Fin Geometry and Shape:  By changing
the geometry, the number, or the size of the
fins, you can completely change the overall
appearance of the model. Fins are usually
made out of flat balsa sheet, but you don t

have to limit yourself to that material or to
a flat shape. You can make stabilizing fins
out of plastic, paper, wood dowels or even
hollow body tubes. The model does not even
have to use any fins if you use cone stability.
This is described in Chapter 2.

Extraneous Details:  Like adding a differ-
ent paint pattern or using a lot of decals,
adding three dimensional components to the
outside of the rocket can enhance the look of
a basic rocket. These details or components
can be simple pieces of wood, or they can be
extra plastic parts you have from a plastic
airplane kit. Adding them to the rocket is as
easy as gluing them to the side of the body
tube.

Body Tube Shape:  You can vary not only
the diameter but the shape of the body tube
as well.  Why not change the shape from a
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� What thickness of wood should you use for fins 

a rocket powered by a D motor? 

� What are the nine types of fin construction? 

� What are the other five different recovery 

methods besides: parachute, streamer, glider, and 

helicopter recovery? 

� What size wing do you need for a rocket glider? 

� How does high power construction differ from small 

rockets? 

How did you do? If you couldn’t answer them, you’ll be happy to know the 

answers are in the book Model Rocket Design & 

Construction. It was written for modelers that want to build 

their own designs.

For more information, or to order your own copy, see our 

web site at: www.ApogeeRockets.com/design_book.asp
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